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MAKING MONEY FROM WASTE

ACHILLES HEEL OF THE CORPORATE SECTOR
WHY DIVERSITY IN LEADERSHIP REALLY MATTERS

We don't know what the future holds,
but we do know who holds it
Ynzo van Zanten was our guest speaker at our autumn conference last November. He is Chief Evangelist
of Tony’s Chocolonely and gave a passionate presentation on the power of Social Entrepreneurship and
how his company puts it into practice.
In the feature article of this edition of Capital Magazine, Harry Hummels, Professor of Social Entre
preneurship at Utrecht University School of Economics, also says Tony’s Chocolonely is as an example
of a successful Dutch company with a clear social objective. It is what we now call ‘a company with a
purpose’.
The theme of purpose has been covered regularly in previous editions of Capital Magazine. NPM Capital
pays attention to this aspect with respect to both its existing portfolio companies and its choice of new
investments.
NPM Capital focussed fully in 2017 on value-orientated companies that have the potential to achieve
rapid growth and consequently to realise real sustainable impact. Picnic, Ultimaker and SuitSupply are
all innovative and groundbreaking companies in their sectors. They are set to develop into dominant
players in the years ahead. While smart technology is their key driver, they also have a sharp eye for social
relevance. They rely in part on our growth capital and expertise to have a real purpose in the world.
Capital Magazine has always looked at the bigger picture. This edition is no exception, with an article on
the necessity of cultural and gender diversity on company boards and one on the rising phenomenon of
CEO mentoring. These topics interest us because we are convinced that growth and value creation are
only possible when there is excellent management at the helm. More than ever, this is a precondition for
our participation and something we are putting increasing effort into promoting and supporting.
We are now also following with interest business initiatives that aim to give shape to the circular
economy. The young entrepreneurs at BlueCity in Rotterdam are setting a good example. While they are
still modest in size, they have big ambitions. Ynzo van Zanten envisions a bright outlook for these kinds
of entrepreneurs: ‘I don't know what the future holds, but I do know who holds it.’
We hope you enjoy this edition of Capital Magazine.
On behalf of the NPM Capital investment team,
Bart Coopmans, Johan Terpstra, Rutger Ruigrok and Koos Kramer
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Organisations looking to develop new products or services for a changing
society are more successful if they themselves reflect that society. This means
it is important for companies to create strategic gender and cultural diversity
plans and policies for the company as a whole: from the operational to the
senior management level.
An often-heard criticism of the Dutch corporate
elite is that its members are overwhelmingly
white, male, and part of the Baby Boom
generation. While some believe this is deliberate
– the ‘old boys’ network’ theory – others feel it
is simply a case of supply and demand.
Whatever the reason, the fact is that Dutch
companies – barring a few exceptions – are
hardly shining beacons of cultural and ethnic
diversity. And it looks like these companies
tend to be the poorer for it, as McKinsey has
demonstrated that there is a direct correlation
between a company’s level of cultural and ethnic
diversity and its financial performance (EBIT).
McKinsey’s 2015 report Diversity Matters reveals
that the companies with the strongest financial
performance across a range of industries are
more diverse overall than their peers. One of
the report’s key findings is that ‘the unequal
performance of companies in the same industry and the
same country implies that diversity is a competitive
differentiator, shifting market share toward more
diverse companies’.

‘Positive action is a
short-term solution. In the long
run, the only thing that really
makes a difference is changing
your company culture’
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A recent study by The Boston Consulting Group
(The Mix That Matters: Innovation Through Diversity,
2017) also shows that cultural and gender
diversity has a positive impact on companies’
capacity for innovation. The researchers do note
that this applies exclusively to large companies
and to diversity at the management and senior
management levels. Catalyst, a global non-profit
organisation dedicated to creating more inclusive
workplaces, gathered a total of 39 studies that
all show a positive correlation between diversity
and performance in a variety of areas, ranging
from employee satisfaction to productivity and
from CSR to corporate governance.
Amsterdam-based head-hunter Adnan Basaran
is familiar with these studies and has dedicated
himself over the past decade to supporting
organisations looking to diversify their upper
management. While the current focus tends to
be on raising the number of women in leading
positions, it is gradually also expanding to
include the recruitment of people from more
diverse cultural backgrounds. Basaran: ‘The
necessity of the former has been an issue for the
past 20 years, while the need for the latter is
now also becoming more glaring in the Dutch
private sector.’
Different cultures
Basaran, who is the founder of consultancy
Kamran International, states that he ‘visits
organisations all the time that are looking to
move into a specific direction.’This might
involve anything from new services, new
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About Adnan Basaran
Company: Kamran International
Education: Bachelor's Degree in Business Economics,
Saxion University of Applied Sciences
Previous employers include Morgan MCKinley and B&B Associates
Background: Turkish-Dutch
‘Working all over the world, I gradually became aware of the added value of my mixed
cultural background. I have no trouble dealing with the directness of Dutch people, but
also find it easy to interact with people from cultures where that kind of bluntness is
not appreciated. My frame of reference is richer, which makes it easier for me to put
myself in other people’s shoes.’

revenue models, new target markets, or
strategy policy – where do you want to go as
a company? Basaran: ‘I think it’s impossible to
separate any of these issues from diversity.
For example, it’s very difficult to develop any
kind of understanding of the consumption and
decision-making patterns of new target markets
if the members of those target markets are not
at all represented in your own company. The
same applies to new services and other forms
of innovation: this requires different types
of people who are accustomed to living and
working in different cultures. That’s going
to be very tricky if you keep hiring the same
categories of employees.’
Although Kamran International focuses
exclusively on the financial sector (where white
males are overrepresented in the three upper
levels of management more than in just about
any other industry), Basaran has no doubt that
other Dutch business sectors are marked by
a similar lack of diversity. ‘Like I said, while
improving the gender balance at the top has

‘Improving the gender
balance at the top has been an
issue for the past two decades, but
the actual progress made during
that time has been modest’
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been an issue for the past two decades, the
actual progress made during that time has
been modest. The numbers tend to be skewed
because they include supervisory boards, but
women remain woefully underrepresented on
boards of directors and the two management
levels just below. This underrepresentation
is even more pronounced when it comes
to the four major ethnic minorities in the
Netherlands: Turks, Moroccans, and people
originating from Suriname and the Netherlands
Antilles. I’ve referred to this phenomenon
as the “Achilles’ heel of the Dutch corporate
sector” in the past.’
Inclusive corporate sector
But according to Basaran, change is on the
horizon: ‘The fact that there’s a growing sense
of urgency in the boardroom is a first step.
However, it remains difficult for organisations
to change their culture. And that’s essential,
as it’s all well and good to hire new groups,
but you also need to know how to retain those
groups in order to be able to develop their
talent. That requires what I call an inclusive
company culture: a culture that’s receptive to
external influences – a type of ecosystem that
is malleable and keeps adapting to new people
entering your environment.’
As Basaran explains, Kamran International’s
mission is to help organisations develop
just such an inclusive company culture. ‘We
develop diversity training programmes for
that purpose, often in conjunction with the
organisation itself, so as to ensure that they’re

truly tailor-made. We hold up a mirror to
company directors and make them aware of
their – often unconscious – conditioning and
bias. We help them to get a discussion going
on standards and values, codes of conduct, and
personal beliefs.’
When asked whether making organisations
more inclusive is not simply a matter of
pursuing a positive action policy, Basaran
answers: ‘Positive action is a short-term
solution. It means that, when considering
job applicants, you consistently favour
women or people from non-Western cultural
backgrounds. That might work for a short
while, but in the long run the only thing that
really makes a difference is changing your
company culture. If you’re negligent in that
department, you will inevitably notice at
some point that the talent you worked so hard
to recruit and need so badly is exiting your
organisation through the backdoor.’

binary thinking, where we think in terms of
opposites – male/female, high-class/low-class,
religious/secular, material/non-material, and
so on – is really at odds with the way people
think in many other parts of the world, which
is more in terms of complementarity. If we
want to remain in business, we will need to
adapt, and start viewing the world through
what I would call more multidimensional eyes.
And when it comes to that multidimensional
outlook, diversity is all-important.’

Successful diversity
management calls for decisive
and unifying leadership
According to corporate anthropologist Jitske Kramer, diversity

Given that the percentage of students at Dutch
universities from non-Dutch backgrounds is
growing steadily (from approximately 1% to
approximately 14% between 2000 and 2017),
Basaran believes it’s only a matter of time
before the situation will start improving on the
supply side as well. However, this does require
a shift in the executive search sector, which
is also dominated by players who collectively
form an insular environment with an extremely
homogenous white culture. ‘That’s a missed
opportunity no matter how you look at it,’ he
says.

is an essential ingredient for synergy and growth. But it would
be incorrect to assume that an organisation that employs many
different types of people automatically achieves better results.
Kramer: ‘In highly diverse organisations, we tend to see the
creation of subgroups. It’s a process known as “fragmentation”
and it occurs in virtually all organisations. While some degree of
fragmentation is not a problem, it has a tendency to reinforce
itself. If no one intervenes, information exchange within the
company – and, by extension, performance – will end up suffering
as a result. To compound the problem, fragmentation also leads
to a waste of potential and talent.’
Successful diversity management therefore calls for decisive

Western eyes
While he is critical of the current political
climate in the Netherlands (‘we need
to overcome the differences instead of
highlighting them’), Basaran believes the
combination of an ageing population and
further globalisation will end up redressing
the balance. ‘Companies have no choice but
to adapt,’ he says. ‘For a long time, we could
afford looking at the world through Western
eyes, but that is now rapidly changing. Our

and unifying leadership, along with the ability to deal smoothly
with conflicts and differences. Kramer: ‘The power of diversity
is not so much about the differences, but about the dynamic
created by those differences. Strong organisations manage to
use this dynamic to their advantage in their decisions, services,
customer relationships and product range. A culture of safety
that accommodates differences between people, and a keen eye
for power structures, fragmentation, and sabotage are all key
elements in that regard. Everyone in the organisation should be
aware of the ground rules: refrain from behaviour that excludes
others and contribute to the greater good.’
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BUSINESS
FOR GOOD
Today’s entrepreneurs look
beyond the bottom line

Less than a decade ago, businesses would pride themselves on their ‘corporate
social responsibility’ credentials. But with CSR having become an integral part of
any company’s public profile, a growing number of businesses are looking to
raise the bar by developing business models that combine market returns with a
positive social and/or environmental impact.We explore whether social enter
prise is the future of business – and if so, what that future might look like.
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The Eindhoven-based entrepreneur and scientist
Jalila Essaïdi recently won the Global Change
Award presented by the H&M Foundation for her
‘Mestic’ collection, consisting of twelve dresses, all
made from cow manure. Essaïdi intends to invest the
$150,000 prize money she received in the further
development of her company, Inspidere BV.

‘If you can't survive without
government funding, your
business doesn't qualify as a
social enterprise’

Harry Hummels, a lecturer in Social Entrepreneurship
at the Utrecht University School of Economics, regards
Essaïdi as emblematic of a new type of entrepreneur:
people with bold and radical new ideas who can create
the type of innovative business models that contribute
to solving social problems. Hummels: ‘Jalila doesn’t
view manure as simply an overhead for cattle farmers,
but as a way for them to generate extra revenues, with
the obvious advantage being that it’s also better for

the environment. And while her project is still at a
nascent stage, she’s a talented enough entrepreneur to
turn it into a success. I think we’ll be seeing the first
commercial manure production on an industrial scale in
just a few years from now.’
Hummels describes the social enterprise phenomenon
as “the innovative use of operating assets for the
sustainable production and distribution of goods and
services for the purpose of meeting a public need or
solving a problem in society.” He says: ‘That last bit

‘Impact first’
does not mean ‘finance second’
While social impact comes first,
profit is not a dirty word for social
enterprises. In fact, creating social
value is perfectly compatible
with a strong financial performance, says Bart
Coopmans, Managing Director of NPM Capital:
‘Various international surveys have shown that
an above-average interest in sustainability tends
to lead to above-average results in the long term.
Recent studies show that this is also the case for
companies with a stated “purpose.”
There are a growing number of companies
that both really make an impact and are highly
successful financially. This is driven in part by the
much stronger commitment of the employees of
these companies and the fact that stakeholders
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are more actively involved.’ For NPM Capital,
the decision of whether or not to provide growth
capital to businesses is increasingly contingent
on the relevant social impact of the business in
question.
Coopmans: ‘In that sense, we also have a
purpose: “Building Better Business Together.” The
term “Better Business” refers to our requirement
that a company should not just work on making
their business more profitable, but also on
building a business that’s more sustainable and
more innovative and which creates more social
value. We are aware that this is a long-term
process, but then we have a long-term focus and
also tend to commit to our portfolio companies
for an extended period of time.’

is essential, as not all services that meet a human need
also cater to a basic social need. Some of those needs
are essentially universal – clean water, clean air, healthy
and sufficient food, the opportunity for education and
personal development, and so on – while others vary by
country, depending on the type of society.
In the Netherlands, for example, workforce participation
is regarded as a basic social need, but that’s not the case
in many African counties. I like to define “social needs”
as products or services without which people wouldn’t
be able to live a decent life.’
The number of social enterprises is growing exponent
ially, worldwide and in the Netherlands too. A 2016
report published by McKinsey titled Scaling the impact
of the social enterprise sector reveals that the number
of entrepreneurs who created a business for a social
purpose has increased by more than 70 percent in the
Netherlands. Another 25,000 jobs have been added to
the sector, while revenues have also been
increasing steadily: from € 2 billion
in 2010 to € 3.5 billion in 2015.
Four qualities
This apparent shift in the industry
has also been noted by Dutch
journalist Nadine Maarhuis, who last
summer explored the emergence of the ‘triple bottom
line’ (People, Planet and Profit) in Dutch business
for Follow the Money, a platform for investigative
journalism. Drawing on a large number of interviews,
she concluded that there are four qualities that these
types of ‘new’ entrepreneurs all share. In a nutshell: they
don't engage in greenwashing, they use a large portion of
their profit to increase their impact. They are transparent
about what they do and they are unafraid to share
innovations or to grow centrally (see insert).
While Hummels agrees with these points for the most
part, he feels a fifth quality is at least as pertinent:
there should be a genuine entrepreneurial drive:
‘Good intentions, no matter how noble they might be,
are only going to get you so far. If you can’t survive

4

qualities
of social enterprises

They don’t engage in ‘greenwashing’
For authentic social entrepreneurs, terms such as
‘meaningful’, ‘impact’, ‘green’ and ‘sustainable’
are not merely buzzwords, marketing gimmicks
or 'clickbaits'. Their social enterprise is not some
Friday-afternoon pastime, and they don’t abandon
their ethical principles if it means they can turn
a profit.

1.

They use a large portion of the profit
to increase their impact
One attribute of social enterprise is that the financial
goals are secondary to the objective of increasing
social or environmental impact. This means the bulk
of the profit is invested back into the company. Any
profits allocated to shareholders therefore remain
‘limited’.

2.

They are transparent about what they
do and how they do it

3.

Social entrepreneurs are open about their mission
and how they intend to achieve it, as well as about
their internal business operations and their financial
business model.

They are unafraid to share innovations
or grow decentrally
Social entrepreneurs look toward the dot on the
horizon. This means they are relationship-driven and
promote competition: the more companies decide
to tackle a certain social problem, the better it will
be for everyone. The future will be about sharing
knowledge and resources rather than centring on
ownership.

4.
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But actually determining to what extent your efforts
have an impact and what the social value is of that
impact can be a lot more challenging.’

without permanent government funding, your business
doesn’t qualify as a social enterprise. You need to make
an impact, but you also need to generate revenues.
And that’s where the challenge lies for many social
enterprises, since you can’t raise funds without strong
returns.’
Hummels cites chocolate company Tony’s Chocolonely
as a good example of a Dutch social enterprise: ‘They’re
a company with a clear social objective, namely to
abolish child slavery in the cocoa supply chain. That’s
the primary drive of their organisation, and producing
and selling chocolate is essentially a means to that end.
At the same time, they are a very well-run company
with a very inspirational leader and good management.’

€ 3.5

billion revenue growth
Measuring impact
Yet for many social enterprises, the problem is not
related to the quality of the entrepreneurship per se.
While it is relatively easy to determine whether or not
a company meets the applicable accounting criteria for
a viable business, this is not true – or, at least, to a far
lesser extent – for its social impact. Hummels: ‘Social
entrepreneurs generally have no problem describing
the change they would like to achieve and explain how
their company will contribute to achieving that change.
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Maarhuis also concludes that measuring impact can be a
tricky business for many social enterprises. The process
of monetising qualitative parameters such as ‘social
inclusion’ or ‘high animal welfare standards’ – for
example, using the social-return-on-investment method
– is complex, costly and time-consuming. What also
doesn’t help, according to Sustainable Business and
Stewardship lecturer André Nijhof, is that there are
very few independent organisations yet that assess the
integrity of social enterprises based on information
provided by the companies themselves. This can make
it difficult for regular consumers to tell the difference
between entrepreneurs who actually create social and
environmental value and those who merely keep up the
facade – a phenomenon known as ‘greenwashing.’

‘You can't raise funds
without strong returns’
And then, as Hummels explains, there’s the issue
of scale size, pointing out that there are few social
enterprises that are large enough to really be able
to make a global impact. ‘You always need to keep
yourself from becoming cynical, as any positive social
value creation is better than no value creation at all.
Having said that, however, the impact of many social
enterprises tends to be local.
If you look at the UN Social Development Goals – our
world’s development agenda to guide development
actions for the next 15 years – you need to conclude
that you won’t get there by restricting yourself to
all kinds of small-scale initiatives, no matter how

commendable or valuable they might be. You’re
inevitably also going to need large companies and major
financial backers such as insurers and pension funds,
major asset management firms, and so on.’

25,000

extra jobs in the Netherlands
Recycling and upcycling
So is the social enterprise the enterprise of the
future? Many social entrepreneurs will tend to agree
wholeheartedly, but Willemijn Verloop, co-founder
of Social Enterprise NL, gives a more honest answer,
acknowledging that there are numerous social problems
for which no ready solution is available. She cites the
growing raw-materials scarcity and various
forms of environmental pollution
(including ‘plastic soup’) as
examples. This twofold problem
could be solved by creating

a ‘circular’ business model aimed at the recycling of
consumables and the recycling and upcycling of used
raw materials. Thrift shops and companies such as Roetz
Bikes, Greenfox and Rotterzwam are already doing this
on a large scale.
Verloop: ‘The problem to date has been that these types
of sustainable (‘circular’) business models are difficult to
scale up because of the high minimum wage in Western
countries. Also, imports from Asia tend to be cheaper,
as labourers there work for a fraction of our minimum
wage. In many cases, we need more research into the
question as to why certain business models aren’t viable,
and what we can do to make them so.’
Hummels does see progress in some areas, singling out
Groasis, a company founded by the Dutch entrepreneur

What’s in a name?
Social enterprise, social business, benefit
corporation, community interest company,
b-corporation, purpose-driven entrepreneurship,
socially responsible entrepreneurship.
Bart Coopmans: ‘We are less concerned with
how companies actually bill themselves than

in their level of relevant social impact and
the meaningful strategies they implement to
achieve that impact. This can take on a number
of different forms. We also see a healthy
financial basis and strong management as key
conditions for being able to achieve a genuine
impact on a sustainable basis.’
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How to fulfil your
purpose
Pieter Hoff. ‘They invented something called a
Waterboxx a few years ago: a type of plant cocoon
that facilitates the growth of trees in dry areas prone
to desertification and on rocks. Groasis and the World
Food Programme have launched a pilot project to
investigate the impact Waterboxx could have on solving
the global food crisis by 2030. These are ambitious
targets, and that calls for entrepreneurs who can, and
dare to, look beyond the next quarterly results.’
One thing that does seem certain is that the socialenterprise trend, rather than being a passing fad or
trend, is here to stay. In fact: some – including US
entrepreneur and author Aaron Hurst – believe it
heralds a new stage in the evolution of the capitalist
economic system. He believes the current ‘information
economy’ is circling the proverbial drain and that we
are on the eve of a new era of meaning and purpose:

‘Meaning is the new driver
of economic growth’
the Purpose Economy. In this new-style economy,
the focus will no longer be on money and profit, but
on creating social added value as much as possible
(Hurst defines this as ‘happiness’, and it coincides
with the need for more purpose and meaning in the
workplace).

Hugo Schurink
Director Strategic Client
Growth, Millward Brown

Hurst reckons the tipping point of the purpose
economy will be 2020, based on a survey of CEOs.
More than half the top executives
surveyed by Hurst believe that
‘meaning’ is the new driver of
economic growth.

We can draw a parallel between this and
companies that have what is now called
a purpose. Companies with a higher aim
who want to create value for society.
Some of these companies succeed in
fulfilling this aim for a while, only to
be forced to admit at a certain point that
they’re not sufficiently fulfilling this
higher purpose. Not for a lack of will,
but because hectic everyday life eclipses
their vision of the bigger picture. So
you lose sight of why you started your
business in the first place.

Major companies riding the wave
The impact of the social entrepreneurship
movement is also evident at large companies:
virtually all multinationals have introduced
some programme or other with a social impact.
Danone, for example, manufactures and
distributes yoghurt enriched with nutritional
supplements to fight child malnutrition in
Bangladesh, Adidas launched a line of trainers
for the destitute in India costing less than one
euro a pair, and Unilever initiated campaigns
(including for its Lifebuoy hand soap product) in
various developing countries to champion the
cause of basic hygiene.
In the Netherlands, vegetable manufacturer HAK
has also embraced social enterprise in recent
years, promoting the transition to a more secure,
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healthier and more sustainable food system.
Through initiatives such as the Green Protein
Alliance, the company is attempting to get Dutch
consumers to change ingrained eating patterns
by reducing their meat intake and consuming
more vegetables and legumes.
HAK CEO Timo Hoogenboom: ‘As a major
consumer brand, HAK is aware that getting
consumers to improve their eating habits
requires patience, major marketing efforts, and
a fair amount of innovation. But we have seen
firsthand that it can be done: our Bonen erbij
(‘Just add beans’) campaign and the introduction
of our stand-up pouches for legumes have
created steady growth in the consumption of
beans.’

About this time of year a lot of us
realise we haven’t or have only partially
fulfilled our New Year’s resolutions.
Many books have been written on why
resolutions are left unfulfilled and what
it takes to turn resolutions into lasting
lifestyle changes. There are several
common reasons for failure. One is
setting overly ambitious goals (it’s
better to take a number of small steps)
and then thinking when the first setback
comes along: ‘You see, I can’t do it
anyway, so I might as well give up.’
This obviously isn’t true because there’s
no reason why you can’t just pick up
where you left off the next day.

‘Purpose is
first and foremost
a matter of
focus’

And that’s actually a pity – just like
it is when we don’t live up to all our
personal resolutions. And my colleagues
at Kantar Consulting agree. This led them
to conduct a large-scale research project
(Purpose2020) examining the question:
How do you let a purpose be leading for
your business? Based on interviews with
more than 100 CMOs and more than
1,000 marketeers and experiences with
purpose-led clients such as AkzoNobel,
ING and Shell, Kantar Consulting puts
forward three recommendations:

1.	Focus on a social problem that is in
your category and suits your brand. A
good example is paint manufacturer
AkzoNobel that adds colours to
favelas in Brazil and in doing so
effectively contributes to reducing
crime in these areas.
2.	
Focus 80% of your efforts on
embedding the purpose into your
organisation. And ensure everyone
at every level of your organisation
embraces your purpose with their
hearts and heads. Inspiring leadership
is key in this regard.
3.	Instil confidence in your employees.
Growing numbers of agile companies,
in the telecom and finance sectors
for example, are mandating their
employees to modify processes
themselves if it will help pave the way
for achievement of the purpose.
Companies that dare to do this, keep
their purpose alive and consequently
make a genuine difference in people’s
lives. And given the reality of a
withdrawing government on a growing
number of fronts, the contribution of
companies can and should be greater.
This is also clearly reflected in their
ambitions. Examples include Rabobank
that wants to help solve the world
food issue and Volvo that is seeking
to leverage innovations to reduce the
number of traffic deaths worldwide.
In short: purpose is first and foremost
a matter of focus. So it’s important to
regularly pause and take account of what
you’re doing and how you’re doing it as
a company: Do your actions still match
your purpose? If the answer is ‘yes’, try
to do it a little bit better every day. Then
you’ll know for sure that you’ll succeed
in fulfilling your purpose.
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#Lonely
@the op
CEOs and other high-level executives In the English-speaking
world have been relying on personal mentors for years to guide
them through the challenges of their role. A growing number of
multinationals based in Europe and Asia are now also discovering
the value of Board & Executive Committee Mentoring. Marga Hoek,
a partner at European market leader CMi, explains how this trend
has evolved.
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Reverse Mentoring
You recently wrote that the nature and dynamics
of leadership have changed so much over the past
few decades that you can’t really compare today’s
leadership to that of, say, 20 years ago. What do you
mean by that?
‘Various studies have shown that CEO turnover has
increased sharply in recent years. Whereas talented
managers used to be appointed CEO around their
mid-forties and would remain in that role until they
retired, today’s CEOs stay with the same company
for an average of less than five years. This barely
gives them time to grow and develop in their role
or to properly define it and gradually make it their
own. High-profile, well-established CEOs, whose
names and faces become synonymous with the
companies they run, are becoming increasingly
rare – most are basically just “passing through.”
This means CEOs have much less time to make an
impact and are under pressure to leave their mark on
the company’s strategy – and to do so successfully,
of course. Given today’s pace of change, that’s a
massive challenge for even the most talented CEOs,
and they need to be very fast learners and at the
top of their game to be able to keep up. Because
that’s something we tend to forget: no matter how
experienced they might be, CEOs are going to be
faced with all kinds of new challenges in each job –
it simply comes with the territory.’
So that’s where the mentoring role comes in?
‘Yes, absolutely, because the major advantage of
having a mentor when you’re a CEO is that there’s
no need to reinvent the wheel – you get to benefit
from the experience, knowledge and network of
someone who’s 10 to 15 years ahead of you in their
development, and you can use that wisdom in your

Marga Hoek
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decision-making processes and actions. Many of the
problems we see in the boardroom today involve
the same issues you encounter wherever people
work together – there’s nothing new to see there,
even though we might associate these problems
with today’s corporate world. The problem faced
by modern CEOs is that they are given very little
time to come up with solutions in an environment
where errors of judgment can potentially have huge
implications.’

Does mentoring work at C-suite
level?

84%

stated that their mentor
helped them avoid
‘costly mistakes’ and to perform their
role more effectively

71%

said they are convinced
that the performance
of their company as a whole had
improved because they have a mentor
Harvard Business Review (‘CEOs need mentors too’, 2015)

But don’t CEOs have their executive team to support
them? And they can also bounce ideas off of the
supervisory board members if they want to. Surely
they’re not left to their own devices?
‘This has been demonstrated to be one of those
classic issues where less experienced CEOs can really
use the help of a more seasoned mentor. They’re
looking for answers to questions such as: “How do
I manage my own board, how do I build a strong
relationship with my chairman, and how do I
deal with disputes and conflicts of interest in my
executive team?” They also need to start thinking
about succession strategies pretty much right out the
gate, as soon as they take up their position.’
It would appear that CEO has become the toughest,
most challenging role within the corporate realm.
‘I would agree, and that’s part of the reason why it’s
really no longer wise to expect someone to fend for
themselves, without any sort of support structure in

Former General Electric
CEO Jack Welsh conceived
Rogier 't Hooft
the concept in the 1990s.
He came up with the idea of
hiring young ‘mentors’ who could
teach all the company’s managers, including
himself, the ins and outs of the internet. The
concept of ‘reverse mentoring’ is currently
once again attracting attention because
more and more tech-savvy millennials are
populating the work floor. They often have
a fresh perspective, an open mind and farreaching knowledge of new technologies,
social media and start-ups in the market.
Knowledge that many baby-boomers are
lacking.
Dutch agency Bolster, for example,
consciously utilises young coaches as part
of its strategy programmes. Partner Rogier ‘t
Hooft: ‘Substantive knowledge often slows
things down. If you pair two equals as coach
and coachee, the exchange of knowledge
often gets stuck at the rational level. So a
fresh perspective is actually very welcome.’

place. And there’s really no need for that either, as
what you get out of a mentor is worth many times
the investment you put in. A good mentor can help a
CEO not just to accelerate their personal growth curve,
but also to mitigate risk – both the CEO’s individual
risk and the company’s risk. And considering just how
many potential risks there are – which, I should add,
tend to be underestimated by both the executive board
and the CEO – a mentor is basically indispensible.
The problem is that there’s no practical manual
available for managers in these types of positions. Each
individual CEO has their own problems to contend
with, which might involve anything from postmerger integration to activist shareholders and from
impending reputational damage to IPOs, integration
processes, demergers, or a combination of any of
these aspects. The importance of these various issues
depends to some extent on the company’s governance
system – one-tier or two-tier – but I can say, based on
experience, that demand for mentoring is on the rise.

And that’s not surprising, as the effectiveness
of a CEO and his or her teammates has a huge
impact on the company’s performance.’
You referred to managing internal “political”
processes as a “classic mentoring issue.” Could you
name any other ones?
‘Other commonly encountered issues include: how
do I direct a – often disruptive – transformation
in my company? How do I manage a post-merger
integration process? How can I effectively build
my external profile as a CEO? How do I manage
all different categories of stakeholders? And a CEO
entering a new stage – for example, after a corporate
reorganisation – might wonder how they can
effectively adapt their leadership style and “rebrand”
themselves. Or they might simply wonder how they
can achieve their maximum potential as leaders. So
as you can see, there are all kinds of issues CEOs and
their mentors have to deal with.’
CEOs and executive board members tend to be highly
qualified, with nearly everyone at that level holding
degrees from institutions such as Harvard, Stanford
and INSEAD. To what extent does a mentor have
anything to add to that?
‘I believe they do have something to contribute, as a
mentor is someone with a unique set of experiences,
who has worked all over the world in various
chairman roles and who has really been around the
proverbial block. That’s extremely valuable to any
potential mentee. You need to be aware that a CEO
really has no one – either within or outside the
company – to really confide in, with whom they can
share their doubts and let their guard down. They can
do all those things with a mentor – and they actually
receive valuable answers to their questions on top of
that. In addition to giving them mental clarity and
peace of mind, this also results in more effective
leadership, faster growth and development and, above
all, far more effective decisions. And that’s literally
priceless.’
Read more about smart decisionmaking at npm-capital.com/en/leader
ship-en-governance
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Frontsoldiers

A large player can be behind an
unknown name. That’s the case with
JéWé, an international producer,
developer and distributor of construction
timber and wood products for retail DIY
centres and the professional channel.
The company is based in Gorinchem
and imports timber from around the
world. Dennis Oosterboer, Sheets and
Panels Product Manager at JéWé,
explains that the company has been
focusing specifically on responsible
forest management with respect to its
activities for several years: ‘It’s become
a licence to operate.’
A series of nostalgic 1950’s photographs of
products made in company founder J. Willemstein’s
factory is on display in the JéWé showroom. A
box of original JéWé saté skewers is also proudly
displayed in a showcase. Dennis Oosterboer says
that, while these items stand in sharp contrast to the
rest of the very stylish and streamlined interior, the
material is the same. ‘Our roots lie in wood. Wood
is what we do: the majority of the products JéWé
sells are made of wood. The company also plans
to continue to develop wood products.

Rooted in wood,
grounded in
sustainablility
22

Dennis Oosterboer,
productmanager at JéWé

While the legal origin of the timber has always
been important, the company began to realise in
around 2000 that steps needed to be taken to
safeguard the supply of wood in the long term.
That’s when JéWé began transitioning in phases
to wood from certified responsibly managed
forests. While they are situated primarily in Europe
(Germany, Poland and Scandinavia), they can
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JéWé

= A division of Deli Home Products
A stack of certifications
also be found in the Far East (including
Indonesia and Malaysia) and Latin America
(including Brazil and Chile).

Subsidiary of
Deli Home

NPM investment
since 2006

Turnover
€ 235 million

Oosterboer: ‘In practice this means you
only purchase timber that has been certified
by one of the two large international
certification bodies – FSC® and PEFC™.
They’re the leading certifications that ensure
timber is from well-managed forests. These
forests focus on natural rejuvenation or
planting new trees, managing flora and
fauna biodiversity and employee working
conditions.’

‘Our wood always
has to come from
sustainable and
legal sources ’

Challenge
While the pace of the transition was modest
at first, JéWé has over the last decade
made purchasing responsibly sourced
wood a spearhead. ‘We’ve actively put
FSC® and PEFC™ on the map within
our company,’ says Oosterboer. ‘It has
become an integral part of our story to
employees. We’ve also developed training
programmes and have put a great deal of
time into developing the right forms and
procedures. We also now more actively
conduct external communications about our
policy on sustainable forest management,
why we’re convinced it’s important and the
results we’ve achieved so far. Today 99%
of our wood products bear an FSC® or
PEFC™ logo.’
An FSC® or PEFC™ logo indicates that
the wood is sustainable. But anyone who
thinks these are the only demands placed
on wood would be mistaken. ‘Our wood
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Not fulfilling agreements
When asked what the most difficult part of his job is,
Oosterboer says without hesitation: ‘The availability of
wood. It’s currently very difficult to obtain certain wood
products due to increased global demand.’ He says
this is partly because JéWé wants 100% certainty about
what it’s buying. This is why it assesses its suppliers very
critically. This involves both the chain of custody in terms
of the origin of the wood and to operating in compliance
with international standards and national regulations and
legislation in the field of working conditions, working hours,
wages, child labour, etc.

‘Timber is a strong and
aesthetically attractive
product’
‘But it also relates to the fact that not all suppliers fulfil their
agreements, even though we aim to work with suppliers
based on long-term relationships as much as possible,’ he
says. ‘If a shipment of sheet materials is on its way to the
Netherlands and a hurricane hits the Caribbean, it’s very
tempting to make a left turn at sea. That’s because there’s
a place much nearer that also has high demand and is
willing to pay them better prices.’

Employees
800

Countries
5

always has to come from sustainable and legal sources,’
says Oosterboer. ‘So it not only has to be FSC® or
PEFC™-certified; it also has to fulfil the European Timber
Regulation. And the timber used in buildings must fulfil the
European Construction Products Regulation too (see inset:
A stack of certificates – ed.). Taking all these different
aspects into account when it comes to your sourcing
remains a challenge.’

'Wood helps reduce CO2 with a view to climate change'

Renewable raw material
Despite these difficulties, Oosterboer is still a huge fan of

FSC® stands for Forest Steward Council.
PEFC™ stands for Program for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification. Both
certifications exist alongside each other and
partially overlap. But a given product may only
be FSC® or PEFC™-certified.
The European Timber Regulation went into
force in 2013. It is a piece of legislation design
ed to combat the use of illegally cut timber.
Everyone who sells timber on the European
market is required to state the legal source
from which the timber originated and to con
firm that it has been cut in compliance with the
applicable regulations in the country of origin.
 he European Construction Products
T
Regulation (CPR) pertains to all construction
products that form a permanent part of
constructions. These products must be
marked with a CE label, which is a product
label stating required information on the
performance of construction products that
influences the safety and health of users and
increasingly the environment as well.

wood as a material for a host of different uses. He says:
‘Wood is a strong and aesthetically attractive product.
Wood can also help bring about a biobased economy
because it is a renewable raw material, provided it
comes from responsibly managed forests. So you also
see a return to the use of wood in all kinds of innovative
residential concepts, such as tiny houses. And last but not
least, wood helps reduce CO2 with a view to climate
change. Trees absorb CO2 when they are growing. And
selective cutting creates room for new trees that can once
again absorb CO2.’
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The Capital of ... Food
There will be more than 9.6
billion mouths to feed in 2050.
The area of Ede-Wageningen in
the Netherlands is the knowledge heart of the FoodValley
Region, and it plays a key role in
solving this and other global
food challenges. The FoodValley
Region is home to nearly 3,000
companies and knowledge institutes, including Wageningen
UR, Friesland-Campina, NIZO
food research, Keygene, Meteo
consult, Noldus, MARIN, NIOOKNAW and Essensor. Together
they generate more than 21,000
direct jobs, which accounts for
nearly 12% of the regional
em-ployment. FoodValley is
especially strong in research,
trade and services in food and
agriculture. This makes the
region distinctive from other
agro clusters in the Netherlands
(Drenthe and Rotterdam), which
are mainly focused on primary
production.
The photo shows researchers
from Wageningen University &
Research working on cultivating
vanilla orchids in greenhouses.
Controlled greenhouse
cultivation makes it possible to
produce high-quality vanilla and
to achieve the required amount
of vanillin. This means that
Dutch vanilla can be used both
for culinary purposes and as the
basis for new medicines. Green
house cultivation can also bring
an end to the large-scale theft,
speculation and exploitation
that typifies current vanilla
production.
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regiofoodvalley.nl
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Tropicana, a former water park,
now a incubator for sustainable enterprises

28

The Blue
Revolution

For years it was the place to be for a relaxed dip in the pool for Rotterdam locals:
Tropicana. Today the former water park is home to a circular sustainable model city
called BlueCity. ‘Blue Economy Officers’ Siemen Cox and Mark Slegers explain how
several innovative, sustainable businesses repurposed the 12,000-square-metre vacant
property and gave it new functions, value and meaning.
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100 ‘blue’ business models

A

Have you ever come across a book that inspired
you to start doing things radically differently?
That’s exactly what happened to Siemen Cox,
a former independent contractor in the financial
services industry, after reading Gunter Pauli’s
The Blue Economy. Of the numerous circular
economy business cases presented in this book,
there was one that he couldn’t get out of his mind:
‘Growing oyster mushrooms on coffee grinds. I
had no idea how to go about it. There was no
knowledge available and the growers who were
experimenting with the technique at the time didn’t
want to help me out because they didn’t want any
competition. But I was so captivated by the idea
that I just decided to do it.’
At a certain point Cox met Mark Slegers, who
was employed in the energy sector at the time and
who would go on to become his business partner
and the co-founder of their company, Rotterzwam.
Their aim: to build a healthy business based on
something that is universally seen as waste: coffee
grounds. The two young entrepreneurs were soon
given the go-ahead to temporarily set up their first
mushroom farm inside the building that housed the
former Tropicana water park.

‘But we soon noticed as a circular business that
we were attracting a lot of extra attention because
of our unusual location,’ says Cox. ‘At a certain
point we decided that other circular entrepreneurs
deserved the same attention. That’s when the
idea for BlueCity was born: a unique ecosystem
of companies that rejects the outdated concept
of “waste.” So one business’s output is another
business’s input.’

‘One's output is another
business's input ’
Collaboration is the new competition
BlueCity is currently home to ten companies in
all, and an investor has helped them to purchase
the building. The site is slowly being remodelled
and upgraded, making ingenuous use of the
building’s varied features and temperatures. As
Slegers explains, an algae farm is currently being
developed, which will generate large quantities
of residual value, will double as a local heat

At BlueCity they don't believe in the concept of 'waste'
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generator in several cold sections of the building.
‘In addition to the various businesses located in
BlueCity and which our incubator facilitates and
supports, the building itself also qualifies as a
sustainable asset. We use sunlight, hydropower,
wind power and the purifying effect of plants as
primary sources of energy and air-conditioning.
This is not restricted to the interior of the building,
but also extends to the immediate vicinity. These
resources enable us to purify the local air using
green moss panels that absorb particulate matter.’
The aim is for the BlueCity businesses to grow
organically. Slegers: ‘A lot of the activities here
aren’t necessarily planned in advance – they just
arise. We notice that this can sometimes be hard
to explain to visitors. They want to know what the
future holds for us, but the answer is: we don’t
know. And if they ask us when the project will be
“completed,” the truthful answer is: never.’
Cox draws a parallel with nature – a key concept
in the ‘blue’ economic mindset. ‘Just like nature
is always changing and offers space for infinite
diversity, it’s the same with BlueCity,’ he says.
‘Circularity is often about just closing loops,
whereas we think more in terms of cascading
nutrients, where the output of one process serves
as the input for another process. That’s what we
try to simulate here and we’ve found this approach
helps to create new partnerships between
companies almost organically. Since we were
already working with coffee waste, we decided
to team up with a new company that develops
bioplastics based on coffee waste. It was kind of
unplanned, but it’s turned out to be a great fit. In
that sense, I suppose, collaboration really is the
new competition.’
Sustainable hot spots
After a fire in their mushroom farm last year, Cox
and Slegers decided to relocate and scale up
their company. Cox: ‘What we do best is not
necessarily operating a mushroom farm, but rolling
out new sustainable concepts. That’s why the farm

The term ‘Blue Economy’ is the brainchild of
Gunter Pauli, the former CEO of Ecoveen.
He presented this concept in his book by
the same name. In his book, Pauli sets out
the different techniques and principles
companies could apply in order to use
energy and materials more sustainably.
Pauli’s book presents hundreds of inspiring
business models intended to encourage
companies to both use energy more
efficiently and to reduce waste, as well
as create jobs and cash flows (which also
makes the Blue Economy appealing from an
investment standpoint). Pauli is convinced
that knowledge of the way in which
organisms – from bacteria and molluscs to
reptiles and mammals – are formed and
function helps us to formulate solutions to
the many challenges on the horizon.
Examples of ‘blue’ business models include
growing mushrooms on coffee grounds,
using offal in worm farming, harvesting
moisture like Namib desert beetles do and
efficient solar energy generation based on
the process of photosynthesis.

Basic principles of the Blue Economy
Be inspired by nature and use
techniques and resources provided
by nature

Try to make ecological systems
as closed as possible to ensure
there is no loss of raw materials
(waste) and energy

will be running independently from now on, with
a business manager based elsewhere in the city
overseeing operations. We’re pleased with this
development, because what we really do here in
BlueCity is test ideas and demonstrate that they
are viable.’
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‘The next step, then, is to scale up your business.
Rotterzwam will be doing this from a new location.
We will be joined by other sustainable businesses,
and we plan to create a second community of
these types of companies elsewhere in the city. In
the more distant future, we see the emergence of
“blue” industrial districts populated by sustainable
businesses. That process will only be accelerated
as these businesses grow in size.’
Slegers adds: ‘BlueCity must eventually become
a scalable concept, just like Rotterzwam. We
imagine that we will one day see a network of
BlueCities emerge all over the world. We believe
this would be an excellent opportunity for the
Dutch business community, as there’s a definite
international demand for this type of specific
knowledge about blue ecosystems. You could,
for example, set up these types of sustainable hot

spots near Dutch embassies throughout the world
to promote local businesses that are supported
with knowledge from the Netherlands.’
When asked whether Rotterzwam aims to expand
across the Netherlands or export its product to
neighbouring countries, Slegers answers: ‘No –
we grow oyster mushrooms locally for the local,
Rotterdam market. The Blue Economy is no longer
about large-scale centralised production, with
the products being distributed through complex
logistics operations; it’s about producing and
consuming locally as much as possible. There’s
certainly no shortage of coffee waste around
here, so what we’re trying to find out now is just
how many fresh oyster mushrooms the Greater
Rotterdam Area can handle before saturation
sets in. Once we have established that, we can
start rolling out the business model in other cities:
Amsterdam, Utrecht, Maastricht or The Hague.’
BlueCity's Mark Slegers and Siemen Cox

From coffee waste to oyster mushroom

2.25 billion
cups of coffee a day

9 billion

kilos of waste a year

138 kg CO 2

per 1,000 kilos of burned coffee grounds

Or ...

2.25 billion
cups of coffee a day

9 billion

kilos of materials a year
bioplastics

oyster mushrooms
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Smarter by sharing
Cox explains that this latter concept can still be
hard to visualise for some investors. ‘The idea
that value is no longer necessarily created by
a single company but is rather divided among
several businesses, all of which grow within
certain natural boundaries, is new to the financial
world,’ he says. ‘Investors are used to looking at
return on investment, whereas the Blue Economy
is concerned more with return of investment – in
other words, you make sure you get out of it what
you put in, but without setting all sorts of minimumreturn requirements in advance. If you do that, a
lot of potentially strong ideas could end up falling
by the wayside because they’re perceived as
not commercially viable, when in fact you could
simply say: we’re going ahead with this, and in
doing so you create business opportunities you
hadn’t anticipated and which you often couldn’t
have planned either. You will end up with that
strong return on investment you were looking for –
financial, social or – preferably – both.’

property rights. Cox: ‘We have found that the
more knowledge you share with others, the more
knowledge is shared with you. So sharing actually
makes you smarter. We train other urban farmers
looking to start their own farms, and we always
keep in touch with them afterwards. We regularly
receive emails from peers-competitors asking us
if we have tried a certain technique or telling us
about some exciting new trend. It’s during those
moments that we remember that we’re not in
this for the money – we’re doing it to enrich the
world.’
Siemen Cox’ book De Blauwe
Revolutie (‘The Blue Revolution’)
is now available. His book
describes four steps in which
businesses can transform their
current business models into
more sustainable ones.
www.rotterzwam.nl

This is also why Cox and Slegers do not believe
in being the exclusive holders of intellectual
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Finding a
balance in a
cyclical market
NPM Capital helped
De Boer Structures expand
its market leadership
The family-owned company De Boer Structures
professionalised its operations, grew, and weathered
the crisis alongside its shareholder NPM. The company
recently found a new home following the acquisition by
its German peer Losberger. CEO Arnout de Hair and
Rutger Ruigrok, Managing Director at NPM Capital and
in charge of the De Boer account, reflect back on their
close 12-year alliance.
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Global player
The new merger company Losberger De Boer unites a German company specialising in the manufacture of
temporary accommodations and an international rental company and service provider. The merger company is
able to respond quickly and flexibly to demand from a variety of markets.

Turnover
€ 72 million

Countries
Netherlands,
Belgium, France,
Germany, UK,
Sweden, Spain,
Qatar

NPM investment
2005 - 2017

When former family-owned company
De Boer Structures, which had firmly
established itself as a supplier of tents,
marquees and other temporary accommo
dations for events, was acquired by a
significantly larger industry peer, the
multinational Losberger, in June 2017,
this put an end to the company’s nearly
100 years of independence.
When we ask the company’s CEO, Arnout
de Hair, if he harbours mixed feelings
about his company’s acquisition, he
answers the question with a big smile
on his face: ‘I can tell you there was a
rock-solid logic to the transaction. The
two companies complement each other
very well, and together we can achieve
economies of scale that will allow us
to fully achieve our strategic objectives
for De Boer’s future. Besides, the loss
of independence needs to be put into
perspective. While De Boer may be
significantly smaller in terms of revenue
and workforce, it’s stronger from an
operational and financial viewpoint. The
merged company has begun trading as

‘Losberger De Boer.’ It was also agreed
with Losberger’s shareholder, Gilde Buy
Out Partners, that Losberger’s CEO would
be joining the Supervisory Board in 2018
and that I would be appointed CEO of
Losberger De Boer.’
So where does that leave Rutger Ruigrok,
NPM Capital’s Managing Director, who
had guided and supported the company
through the past 12 years, ever since
NPM became the shareholder?
‘A lot has happened since 2005. De Boer
Structures went through a rough patch,
but worked hard, and very successfully,
on its recovery. So I ended up building a
close relationship with the company and
its management. As a shareholder, you’re
just so proud when a company bounces
back after falling on hard times. But, as
Arnout put it, the rationale behind the
deal is strong. Gilde was the shareholder
of the largest company, and NPM had no
interest in holding a minority stake. As an
investor, you then need to consider what
works best from a business perspective,
and in this case a sale seemed the best

‘Formula 1 pitline in Baku built by De Boer Structures in 2017’
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option. I personally am a bit sad that we are parting
ways, but I firmly believe this is the best alternative
for the company.’
At the height of the economic crisis, De Boer
Structures was teetering on the brink of the abyss, but
the company has been back on flying form for the
past four years. So does that mean it is particularly
vulnerable to economic cycles? De Hair: ‘It’s not just
economic cycles – the seasonality of our business is
actually reinforced by economic trends. Many more
major events – including sporting events such as the
Olympics and the FIFA World Cup and large trade
fairs like the Farnborough Airshow in the UK – are
held in even years than in odd years. They also tend to
be concentrated in the second or third quarter of the
year, when the weather in our hemisphere is likely to
be milder. Any major economic downturn will cause
those activities to be scaled back, including in even
years and the busier quarters of the year.

‘You’re just so proud
when a company bounces
back after falling on
hard times’
We had been on a rollercoaster ride ever since the
second half of 2009. The even year 2010 wasn’t
much better, and by the end of 2011 we implemented
a 15-point plan for survival as a “leaner” and
“meaner” organisation. After a surprisingly strong
2012 – thanks to the London Olympics and the UEFA
European Championship in Poland and Ukraine – and
a weak 2013, we wound up breaking even again in
2014. Last year was excellent and this year has been
good as well, even without the occasional boost
from the contracts for the provision of temporary
accommodation for refugees in Germany and the
Netherlands, from which we benefited back in 2016.’
During the lean years from 2009 to 2013, the banks

pulled out and shareholder NPM Capital increased
its capital commitment to De Boer Structures on two
occasions. Ruigrok: ‘We were confident that the
company was in good shape despite being cyclical
in nature and vulnerable to economic trends. De
Boer offers a superior product and is a leader in its

Versatility:
the name of the game
De Boer Structures was established in 1924 in
Hensbroek, North Holland province, as a rental
company that provided tents for village festivals
and other events. Company founder Klaas de Boer
and his sons gradually expanded the business and
began operating in neighbouring countries from the
1960s.
The accommodations grew in size and became
more sophisticated in order to be able to provide
the larger customers and events with high-quality
services. The family sold the business to privateequity firm 3i in 2002, which went on to sell it to
NPM Capital in 2005. De Boer Structures is looking
to mitigate its one-sided dependence on events
which are held mainly in even years and during
the second and third quarters of any year. It has
built substantial operations in the Middle East from
its Dubai and Qatar sites, where events are held
during the European winter season. The same
equipment used in Europe during peak months is
relocated in the autumn, where it is used during the
Middle Eastern peak season.
The company is also expanding itsrental operations
for temporary business accommodations for com
panies, schools and other organisations. These
rentals are non-seasonal and will open up new
markets for the company. Losberger will bring
a third business unit into the company: rapid
deployment systems, which are used for aid work
and military operations.
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management and the shareholder’s representative
actually take on? De Hair: ‘During those “rollercoaster”
years, we maintained a close relationship with NPM
and discussed all the main developments with them.
NPM is concerned with the substance of things, takes
a interest in the business, and is very involved in
what we’re doing. That created a bond between our
two companies. It’s also a matter of honesty, open
communication and mutual trust. That’s something
that has been there right from the start.’

Arnout de Hair
Job title
CEO De Boer Structures & Losberger
De Boer Holding
Education
Business Administration and Economics
Military Academy Breda and IBO Zeist
Former employers
Netherlands Ministry of Defence,
Menken van Grieken

industry. As an investment company with long-term
equity capital to invest, we can afford to look beyond
the lowest point.
This eased some of the pressure the company felt
due to bank loans and the strains and stresses that
inevitably rear their head during tough times. It
provides us, as investors, with tremendous satisfaction
when a recovery scenario actually comes to fruition.’
So what form does the collaboration between
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Ruigrok: ‘We’ve always had a very good personal
relationship understanding. We hold lunch meetings
together to coordinate important business, and we
even attended an Ajax-Feyenoord football match
together once, as fans from opposite sides. But it’s not
like we’re over at each other’s homes at the weekend.
When it really comes down to it, we make decisions
that are in the interest of the business.’
Why did De Boer Structures decide to pair up with
Losberger now that it’s been riding high for some
time? De Hair: ‘We’ve been familiar with Losberger
since 1972. Their core business is the manufacture of
temporary accommodations, which accounts for 80%
of their revenue. We were their first international
customer and have always remained a major client
since. We really only compete with each other
in the German market, where they also rent out
equipment. We are clearly complementary: for De
Boer, the merger involves backward integration in the
supply chain, whereas for Losberger, it’s a forwardintegration set-up. The merger has given Losberger its
own major sales channel overnight, while De Boer can
purchase within the organisation at lower prices and
with a greater level of flexibility. The latter, especially
– the ability to tailor your products and services to
the customer’s needs – is a major advantage in this
business.’
Ruigrok: ‘De Boer Structures requires economies of
scale in order to compete at the top of the events
market. You can choose to do this gradually through a
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‘De Boer requires
economies of scale in
order to compete at the top
of the events market’
series of smaller acquisitions, or you can do it in one
fell swoop, as was the case with Losberger, where you
have the added benefit of far greater complementarity.
Our two companies had been engaged in merger
negotiations on and off since 2006, but these talks
ended in a deadlock twice. After Gilde Buy Out Partners
acquired Losberger in 2016 and De Boer was able to
reverse its fortune, the pieces of the puzzle suddenly
fell into place and we managed to strike a deal.’

Rutger Ruigrok

So what’s next for the company? Arnout de Hair has
got his work cut out for him for now. ‘The two rental
organisations need to be integrated, systems and
processes need to be standardised, and at Losberger
there are still some operational kinks to be ironed out.
We will need to deliver on the synergy between our
companies.’

Job title
Managing Director NPM Capital

The future CEO of Losberger De Boer will be moving
into this new venture with a brand-new shareholder.
Is he daunted by the prospect of a new partner? ‘We
went through an eventful transition back when the
family sold the company to the British private-equity
firm 3i in the early 2000s. That was necessary in
order to further professionalise, but it also represented
something of a culture shock for the business. We
have since become familiar with the procedures and
mindset behind private equity. Personal relationships
between managers on both sides always need to
develop first, but the professional relationship already
feels effortless.’

Former employer
DHV

Rutger Ruigrok, who will now be turning his
focus to other NPM portfolio companies and new
investment opportunities, says he has learned from

Education
Business Economics, Erasmus University
Rotterdam & London School of Economics &
Political Science

his experience with De Boer Structures. ‘I am even
more firmly convinced than before that you need
to continue supporting a company if you genuinely
believe in it, particularly during hard times. I also
think it’s important to be alert to the leadership
potential of people from within the company’s ranks.
Arnout really knows the business like no other and is
respected as a leader by all employees, ranging from
the people who set up the tents to members of senior
management. His commitment and the authority he
commands as a result have really contributed to our
company’s recovery and expansion.’
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In education,
added value comes before
revenue models
The digitalisation of the education system has provided Iddink Group, an
educational services provider headquartered in Ede, the Netherlands, with
the opportunity to provide increasingly personalised services to secondary
school pupils. The company’s latest strategy is designed to activate
students to make the most of their potential. Innovative management and
meaningful enterprise are a natural part of this strategy, while employees
with a passion for education are another indispensible element.
When asked what he believes is the main
trend in education today, Iddink Group CEO
Wijnand Spring in ’t Veld answers without
hesitation: ‘digitalisation,’ he says, ‘has
made it far easier to serve pupils’ individual
needs. Things have changed radically from
the way they used to be. Just ask anyone
who’s in their forties now: back in their day,

Teaching aids
more and more digital
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Our education system is undergoing a rapid
transformation, driven by advances in technology

Iddink Group was one of the first companies in the education field
to seize the opportunities provided by digitalisation. For one, pupils
were able to order textbooks online back in the early 2000s, and
almost all its services have since migrated online, ranging from
digital exercises to a facility for pupils to track their own academic
progress. Pupils can also use the convenient Magister app to
report their non-attendance if they are sick.

they had to sit in the classroom and listen to
a monologue by the teacher, do exercises
from a workbook, and then passively wait for
the teacher to mark their work.’
Our education system is undergoing a
rapid transformation, driven by advances
in technology. Iddink Group, which started
out as a logistics services provider for
textbooks, changed its business model
in the early 2000s when it became one of
the first companies to take advantage of
the opportunities offered by digitalisation
(see inset). Workbooks were replaced with
online portals containing digital exercises,
and the technology developed by Stichting
Edu-Ix (formerly known as EduRoute, a
foundation created by Iddink), made these
digital resources easily accessible to pupils.
When these portals were subsequently
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‘It would be an illusion to think that pupils
are eager to learn more than anything,
connected to the Magister
pupil administration system
but you can make it more appealing
(another Iddink Group property),
this marked another important new
to them by responding to their
step. Magister allows pupils, teachers,
supervisors and parents to see at a glance
needs and requirements’
how a pupil is doing and what areas they
might need to develop. Iddink’s Magister system
has captured a large portion of the digital market
(with 70 percent of Dutch secondary schools
currently using the system) in this field.
While this is only a summary of the diversity of Iddink
Group’s current services, Spring in ’t Veld states:

New strategy: Towards
a single Iddink Group
As part of a new business strategy
implemented by Iddink Group in late
2017, the company integrated separate
business units – including the logistics
company and the Magister and Eduarte
administration systems – under the single
banner of the Iddink Group. Spring in
’t Veld: ‘The strategy basically hasn’t
changed, but what has changed is how
we apply this strategy in association with
schools and staff. We have developed
some products that are true gems, but
they really work best as part of a larger
system. Our organisational structure has
been streamlined, and instead of working
with the individual businesses, we now
operate based on the various disciplines:
logistics, the market, and technology. This
should make it easier for our people to
work together on the innovative products
we deliver. It also allows us to draw from a
wider knowledge base and operate more
effectively overall.’
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‘We’re not quite there yet, as digitalisation provides
many other opportunities.’The company therefore
recently launched the updated AAN (‘ON’), strategy,
in which digital tools are used to provide even more
personalised services to pupils. ‘The purpose of ON
– as the name would suggest – is to activate pupils,
to “switch” them “on,” as it were. You can do that by
ensuring they can concentrate fully on what matters
most: their individual development,’ says Spring in ’t
Veld.
What this really means is that it gives pupils greater
control over their own learning process. Spring in
’t Veld: ‘It’s becoming the trend for pupils to follow
their own path through the education system, and to
do so at their own pace. The role of the teacher has
essentially changed to that of a coach. Teachers must
be provided with the technical tools and resources
to facilitate that – and that’s where we come in. It
would be an illusion to think that pupils are eager to
learn more than anything, but you can make it more
appealing to them by responding to their needs and
requirements.’
Digital media have made the latter significantly easier.
‘Take a subject like biology, for example. A textbook
might contain a picture of the human blood circulation
system, but online you’re able to offer pupils so much
more: you can visualise the process and make it
interactive, using an animated video showing how the
blood flows through the body.’
The personalisation also extends to managing how
pupils revise the content. ‘If a pupil struggles with a
particular topic and would like more practice exercises,

you can give them additional exercises in that
specific area. This also applies to more advanced
students who need a bit more of a challenge.’ Take
a pupil who’s got an aptitude for maths and would
like to take an advanced-level maths class. ‘Digital
resources give you more control over what someone
learns and what exercises they do. It allows you to
offer that little bit extra to both high achievers and
those who struggle in the classroom.’

determine for themselves what they need throughout
the year and then send them a bill at the end of
the school year. But that might make the school
management a little nervous because they’re not
sure how much money is being spent and whether
they’re remaining within their limit. It’s much easier
to simply say: these are the products and tools we
provide – you can decide for yourself how much of it
you’d like to use.’

Iddink, a division of the Iddink Group, provides
the content purchased by educational institutions,
while a growing number of schools are purchasing
subscriptions and are – within limits – permitted to
use as many of the materials as they like, somewhat
similar to the Netflix model. ‘You could tell schools to

Meaningful enterprise: educating tomorrow’s
citizens of the world
Everyone employed in education – whether it be
as teachers, publishers or distributors of learning
tools – shares the same purpose, namely to
educate tomorrow’s ‘citizens of the world.’
Being involved in this sector therefore almost by
definition means you’re doing something with a
visible social impact. Spring in ’t Veld: ‘Purpose
is pretty much a given in our market. We believe
that personal development and the opportunity
and ability to learn makes pupils happier, while
at the same time you’re also preparing them for
their future.’

65%

hard-copy materials
Hard-copy course materials still account for at least
65 percent of the learning tools delivered annually;
digital formats make up the remaining nearly 35
percent. The company intends to reverse these
ratios within the next few years. However, Iddink
Group CEO Wijnand Spring in ’t Veld expects that
physical books will never disappear completely.

This passion for education is deeply ingrained
in all Iddink Group employees: ‘We would like
to help pupils take those few extra steps, those
steps that could help to make the difference.
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‘We check whether something adds
value to education. The business
model then pretty much
writes itself’

Wijnand Spring in 't Veld (FotoMX)

NPM investment
since 2014

Turnover
€150 million

CEO
Wijnand Spring
in 't Veld

What do pupils require? How can we
allow the team supporting the pupil to
focus completely on the task at hand
by providing them with all the tools and
resources they need? That’s what our
services are designed to accommodate.
And when you see that it yields results...
Seeing someone become more confident
about their abilities and really come into
their own is so inspiring – that’s what
makes it all worthwhile to teachers. ’The
priority given to social meaning and purpose is also reflected in the company’s
attitude to financial returns. ‘I can honestly
say that we always start by asking our
selves the question of whether something
adds value to education. Is the school
management pleased with a specific
product? If this is the case, I almost always
decide that we can find an appropriate
revenue model to go along with it.’
But calculating to the last decimal point
how much it will cost to implement an

35%

digital learning materials
Iddink Group wants pupils and teachers alike to be switched
‘ON’: they should be able to channel all their energy into the task
at hand while Iddink provides all the resources to facilitate this.
Pupils, supported by their teachers, can then focus on what is
most important: their individual development.
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idea before going ahead with it has never
been how Iddink Group operates: ‘We try to
identify latent needs in the education system
and convert them into active needs. Once
we’ve transformed that need into a tangible
product, you’ll find that almost everyone is
pleased with the result, and that it nearly
always results in a viable business model,’
says the Iddink Group CEO.
Future: further digitalisation
Iddink Group intends to continue delivering
personalised digital learning tools over the
next few years. ‘We want to make it possi
ble for teachers to offer different course
materials to their pupils at the individual level
even more so than is currently the case.
While that idea might not be revolutionary
in itself, the trick is to be able to support it.
And we’ve already made great progress
in that area with our new Magister.Me
product.’
This does not mean, however, that physical
textbooks are about to disappear altogether
or that book publishing will all but die out.
In fact, printed materials still account for at
least 65 percent of all learning tools supplied
to schools on an annual basis, with the
remaining nearly 35 percent being produced
in digital format. Spring in ’t Veld: ‘I predict
that we’ll be seeing these ratios reverse
eventually. We’ve already largely evolved
from a logistics company into an IT services
provider, although logistics is and will remain
vital. What sort of time frame are we talking

about, as far as the shift is concerned? I would
say five years, but then we tend to underestimate
or overestimate the speed of change in this
sector. It could be a little longer, as all these
changes do have their impact on schools. We
understand that the process takes time.’

‘The great thing about the
educational market is that
it’s purpose-driven by its
very definition’
All this makes the partnership between NPM
Capital and Iddink Group a natural fit. Spring
in ’t Veld: ‘This market certainly provides the
opportunity for short-term gains, but that’s never
been our approach at all. We’re a long-term
player with a long-term vision for services that
really add value for customers.’
This shows the importance of having the backing
of the right investor, and NPM Capital endorses
and recognises their social vision: ‘That’s why
we were so impressed with NPM. Their world
view and investment style meshed perfectly with
our company.’
The Iddink Group CEO describes NPM as
“not your run-of-the-mill private equity firm.”
‘Sure, they invest money in companies with the
objective of making a certain profit, but they’re
driven by a different set of motives, as they care
at least as much about social relevance. Many
of our products and services take at least three
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Iddink Group:

From blackboards and
notebooks to comprehensive
supplier of learning tools and
digital platforms
Having been established as a supplier of
blackboards, chalk, notebooks and other
educational supplies way back in 1922, the
company was acquired by the Van Schuppen
family in the late 1970s. The new owner
transformed Iddink into a broad supplier of
learning tools for secondary schools.
The family observed how pupils would sell
used textbooks to each other at book fairs,
and came up with a way to supply complete
book packages. The idea was for schools
to choose their own learning methods, with
Iddink then facilitating all their needs.
In the early twenty-first century, they added
the option of placing full orders online. CEO
Wijnand Spring in ’t Veld: ‘Back in 2000, we
were one of the first companies in the market
to offer an online ordering facility to their
customers.’ The company would go on to
add the Magister pupil administration system
to its portfolio, later to be joined by Eduarte,
a similar system for vocational pupils. The
company has also been operating in Belgium
and Spain since the beginning of this century.

years to turn a profit, so you never know if a
shareholder is willing to accommodate you
in that respect. In the case of NPM, I can say
they absolutely do. So in that sense we’re an
excellent fit.’
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If you are
interested in the
world of NPM ...
The world of NPM
NPM Capital is an independent investment company that provides growth capital to medium-sized and large

Recieve a free copy of Capital Magazine
from capitalmagazine.nl

enterprises that are based in the Benelux. It is an investment partner of entrepreneurs and management teams
with expertise and experience, financial capacity and a comprehensive network. A focus on improving
operational processes, e-commerce and sustainability leads to the creation of business and shareholder value.
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NPM Capital has over 65 years of experience in the provision of risk capital. The portfolio currently comprises
24 portfolio companies which are active in a range of sectors, from the manufacturing industry, food industry
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and offshore to e-business and healthcare. Common to all of these, however, is a clear growth or development
strategy, highly motivated management and a sustainable competitive position.

SHV
SHV is a privately-held family company which aims to maintain its strong position in a number of operational
activities and selected investment activities. SHV, based in the Netherlands, is present in 62 countries on all

Colophon

continents and employs approximately 60,000 people. SHV’s entrepreneurship is reflected in its range of
decentralised operations, which are active in energy distribution (SHV Energy), cash-and-carry wholesale
(Makro), heavy lifting and transport activities (Mammoet), industrial services (ERIKS) and animal nutrition
and fish feed (Nutreco). As an investor, SHV is involved in the exploration, development and production of oil
and gas, primarily in the North Sea (Dyas), and in providing private equity to companies in the Benelux

NPM Capital
Amsterdam
Breitnerstraat 1
1077 BL Amsterdam

(NPM Capital). SHV invests for the long term, expanding and developing businesses and providing its
customers with excellent products and services, which add value. It achieves all this thanks to a team of people
who are proud to be part of SHV.
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